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HISTORY

The client's family has owned the land for several years.  The client's son has a trailer sitting on the 
land in the same location that an older home once occupied.

EXPERIENCES

The clients hear strange sounds.  Shadows are often seen, no one in the area to cause the shadows.    
There is often the sensation of being touched by unseen hands.  The son's child has seen things 
described as “ugly”.  

INVESTIGATION

DATE OF INVESTIGATION:  February 3, 2018

PARTICIPANTS:  BESS MAXWELL, CONNIE WILLIAMON, KIRK CORMIER

EQUIPMENT: Digital Cameras,  Infrared cameras and video systems, Digital audio recorders, P-SB7 
Spirit Box, Digital thermometers, Various EMF meters including Tri-Fields, Motion detectors including 
geophone and laser grid systems, and and digital sound recorders.

INVESTIGATION:  At the time and places tested, no anomalous photos were taken.  No data was 
noted on video. Nothing unusual was detected by laser grid or geophone.  No high EMF fields from AC 
current were found in any location likely to result in prolonged exposure, although there are some areas 
of high EMF fields from wiring.  No anomalous hot spots or cold spots were noted. No anomalous 
motions were noted.  No standard EVP voices were recorded. Six recordings were noted of words 
formed by the P-SB7.  No excessive positive ion counts were noted.  No infrasound, nor standing 
waves of such, were detected at times of testing, in the areas of testing. 



PART ONE

THE MODEL P-SB7 SPIRIT BOX

This device utilizes a milli-second adjustable forward or reverse sweep technique coupled with a 
white noise distribution between frequency steps.  This is designed to add ambient sound energy 
for the production of real time EVP, allowing for instant feedback in communications attempts. 
See item 16 in “General Parameters of the EVP Phenomenon”.  

CLIP ONE:  ALL CLIPS WERE FROM THE SLEEPING AREA.
The crew asked how many people were there.
VOICE:  two.”

CLIP TWO:  KIRK CORMIER indicated he was going to shut off the spirit box if no one talked 
to him, and began a countdown to do so.
MALE VOICE:    “Wait!”

CLIP THREE: Clips three through six were received as comments from voices.
VOICE:  “Bess”.      Note:  Name of a team member.

CLIP FOUR:  FEMALE VOICE:  “Pete.”

CLIP FIVE:  MALE VOICE:   “This one?”

CLIP SIX:  MALE VOICE:  “Toodleoo”.

STANDARD EVP
NONE NOTED



CONCLUSION

At the time and places tested, no anomalous photos were taken.  No data was noted on video. Nothing 
unusual was detected by laser grid or geophone.  No high EMF fields from AC current were found in 
any location likely to result in prolonged exposure, although there are some areas of high EMF fields 
from wiring.  No anomalous hot spots or cold spots were noted.  No anomalous motions were noted. 
No EVP voices were recorded. Six recordings were made of words formed by the P-SB7.   We feel that 
the audio tests received  are probably indicative of an anomalous presence or presences, though without 
harmful intent.

We would like to thank the clients for inviting us into their home, and for the opportunity to study the 
phenomena there.  We would also like to thank them for their most gracious hospitality, and hope that 
me may be able to return there again soon.


